
An introduction to the international law of armed conflicts / Robert Kolb and Richard
Hyde 【Hart Pub】 Hart Pub., 2008.

While the publication date is rather old, the book is an excellent introduction to the law of armed
conflict, and will be used as reading assignment for a number of sessions.

[ BA87355472 ]

Advanced introduction to international humanitarian law / Robert Kolb Edward Elgar,

This will be a good companion reading material to the first book in the list.

[ BB17556240 ]

Advanced introduction to international conflict and security law / Nigel D. White Edward
Elgar, 2014.

Another concise and useful reference book in the Elgar Advanced Introductions series.

[ BB15045921 ]

Research handbook on international conflict and security law : jus ad bellum, jus in bello,
and jus post bellum / edited by Nigel D. White, Christian Henderson E. Elgar, 2013.

The handbook covers various topics we deal with in this course.

[ BB13235620 ]

The Oxford handbook of international law in armed conflict / edited by Andrew Clapham
and Paola Gaeta ; assistant editors, Tom Haeck, Alice Priddy Oxford University Press,

The handbook covers various topics we deal with in this course.

[ BB15250206 ]

The Oxford handbook of the use of force in international law / edited by Marc Weller ;
assistant editors, Alexia Solomou, Jake William Rylatt Oxford University Press, 2015.

The handbook covers various topics we deal with in this course.

[ BB17871703 ]
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The law of armed conflict and the use of force / edited under the direction of Frauke
Lachenmann, Rudiger Wolfrum Oxford University Press, 2017.

A thematic volume of a very authoritative and comprehensive encyclopedia on public international
law.

[ BB2310242X ]

International law : a European perspective / Jan Wouters ... [et al.]  ; with the editorial
assistance of Thomas Van Poecke and Evelien Wauters Hart, an imprint of Bloomsbury
Publishing Plc, 2019.

If participants feel a need to have more background information to the class discussions, a
textbook on internaitonal public law can be useful, and here is one.

[ BB27636561 ]

International law / Anders Henriksen Oxford University Press, 2017.
If participants feel a need to have more background information to the class discussions, a
textbook on internaitonal public law can be useful, and here is another one.

[ BB23899569 ]


